2022
T H E RE TURN O F TH E

RISE

2022 - The Return of the Rise
A kite before its time, the Rise was originally launched in 2007 as our dedicated Big Air boosting kite, long before the
ascendance of Big Air as a standalone discipline.
With its high aspect 5-strut design, in the hands of a skilled pilot it was the ultimate boosting machine of the day. It was
effective, but we always knew it could be better if the material technology would allow it. 14 years later and, thanks to
ALUULA, that moment has finally arrived...
The all-new 2022 A-Series Rise builds on our legacy of innovation and is the first kite in the world to be designed
exclusively to capitalize on ALUULA material technology. And with the proven benefits that ALUULA offers to
kiteboarding, we’re now ready to take Big Air to the next level. Literally.
The Rise’s 5-strut ALUULA airframe comes in lighter than most single strut kites built from standard materials, offering
obvious benefits for boosting, coupled with unmatched stability in the top end ready to excel in conditions sought out
by dedicated mega-loopers...
True Big Air pilots of the world will most appreciate the ultra responsive rider input, allowing for nuclear take-offs,
snappy steering, and an incredible ability to climb out of the loop.
Over the past two years, the rise of Big Air has run almost parallel to the rise of the ALUULA composite materials and
the new build techniques that came with it, feeding into Ocean Rodeo’s new generation of kites. Initial skepticism was
expected and welcomed. We knew what we had here.
Now, with the proven benefits of our work with ALUULA well documented across the kiteboarding industry, media, and
amongst real world riders, we’re more than ready to return to the realms of Big Air...

THE A-SERIES KITES
At the pinnacle of the technological advancements and opportunities that the
ALUULA composite material has provided sits our A-Series kite range, which benefit from the ultra-light, stiff and strong ALUULA airframe, and have been acclaimed
as some of the best performing kites ever by riders, media, and industry experts
the world over.
When we first revealed our work with ALUULA Composites to the public, there
was much debate as to whether the hype would really match up to the material’s
potential, and to the performance levels that were promised. But we’ve since
seen more and more kiters from every corner of the planet experience the myriad
benefits that come with an A-Series kite and the results have far exceeded that
initial hype.
This season our A-Series kite range increases with the arrival of our Big Air rocket
ship, the Rise. This, along with our 2nd generation A-Series Roam and Flite kites,
enjoys all the enhancements and innovations that have been realised since we first
introduced our partnership with ALUULA Composites, working at the cutting edge
of kiteboarding technology to revolutionise the world of kitesurfing...
That work continues…
Testimonials on the A-Series kites
“I’ve been flying kites since 1999 and testing with SBC Kiteboard Magazine and
with Kitesurfing Magazine for the last 20 years, and this is definitely the highest
performance kite I have ever flown.”
– John Bryja, Kitesurfing Magazine
“It really is that good.”
– Matt Nuzzo, REAL Watersports
“It’s the only kite I want to ride now.”
– Ollie Jacobs, Freedom Magazine

KITES

RISE A-SERIES

NEW FOR 2022!

BIG AIR / FREESTYLE
The high aspect, 5-strut Rise delivers the new standard in acceleration, precision control, Big Air torque and launch
performance. The Rise’s power to weight ratio is next level due to the 82gsm ALUULA Gold composite airframe. More
than twice the strength of traditional Dacron airframes, while coming in at half the weight. Featuring the cutting-edge
ALUULA Seam technology, the Rise A-Series can withstand higher than the industry standard pressure to the airframe,
allowing you to precision optimize your performance for the conditions at hand.
As the world’s lightest 5-strut kite, the 10m tips the scales at an astonishing 5.3lbs/2.4kg. This is lighter than most one
and no-strut kites made with traditional materials.
WARNING: The available power and vertical boost will exceed what many seasoned kiters are familiar with. During your
initial Rise sessions, please ease into your first jumps, especially in strong winds, in order to adjust to this new performance level.
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KITES

FLITE A-SERIES

UPDATED FOR 2022!

LIGHTWIND FREERIDE
The ALUULA-powered A-Series Flite is a 3-strut kite that is highly responsive yet lighter than current no-strut kites,
providing optimum light wind performance, while retaining precision and control in increased wind speeds.
The wing tips have been completely redesigned for 2022 to provide even more lift
and control if the kite is positioned low and at the edge of the wind window.

2021
2022

The extreme light weight, combined with the stiff yet reactive ALUULA airframe
technology, means larger kites become supercharged, allowing performance levels to
increase exponentially.
To further build on the enhancements provided by ALUULA, we have fine-tuned all
our light wind manufacturing techniques and components, with the Flite Ultra Lite
canopy using proven D2 double ripstop from Teijin.
Incredibly responsive, the A-Series Flite excels in all riding styles and with whichever board you are riding.
The days of compromise are over. The A-Series Flite is the world’s lightest, strongest, and highest performing light wind
kite!
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KITES

ROAM A-SERIES

UPDATED FOR 2022!

FREERIDE FOIL BOARD / WAVE
Inspiring trust and confidence in all conditions.
The A-Series Roam featuring ALUULA is simply a dream come true for freeride foilers and committed wave riders. For
2022 the design team have managed to reduce the A-Series Roam weight a further 4% across the entire size range !
This 3-strut kite with an ultra-light and strong ALUULA airframe allows for precise sheeting control, snappy turns and
on-demand kite positioning in light winds. And should the wind pick up, the stiffness of the airframe means that the
kite’s stability and precision control is retained.
As an added feature for 2022, each Roam comes complete with the new Pivot Bridle Kit. Freeride kite foilers and wave
riders will appreciate the enhanced pivot turning and sheeting achieved by the 2 additional pulleys.
Unpredictable wind states and formerly difficult-to-make sections all become opportunities for the rider: the playing
field is fully opened up by riding the A-Series Roam.
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The HL-Series Kites
We gave our R&D department a challenge: how do you greatly improve standard
Dacron framed kites? Their answer was to ‘add ALUULA’ of course…
20% Lighter than our 2020 Dacron-Series kites, the new HL-Series kites are
the second lightest inflatable kites in the world, second only to Ocean Rodeo’s
A-Series kite range!
Strategically placed ALUULA composite materials are blended with Dacron
to create a new hybrid construction class that delivers decreased weight with
improved airframe response.
ALUULA fabric has been inserted into key overlays and reinforcement panels,
while the struts have a full ALUULA panel running from the leading edge to the
strut tips. This ALUULA strip is strategically placed to tighten up the airframe flex,
providing faster turning and improved stability.
With the HL-Series, we didn’t just stop with the introduction of ALUULA... Every
single seam and component was reviewed and improved. If any weight savings
could be found, we addressed them with new parts and processes, while at the
same time maintaining our 20-year legacy of producing “Built Tough” kites that
are designed to be ridden hard.

KITES

CRAVE HL-SERIES
FREESTYLE / WAVE
A massive success for Ocean Rodeo in 2021, for 2022 the Crave is now available in sizes down to 5m. Its nimble, 3-strut
design has been lightened up, with the wingtip being fine tuned to provide smooth power delivery and predictable
handling.
Whether you are wave-riding and want a kite that will turn on a dime and keep you in the pocket, or for committed
sending, predictable performance and power on tap, the Crave is the kite for you.
The Crave is fitted with graduated Forward Swept Tips (FST) on size 7 to 12 M. FST delivers crisp, nimble, and controlled
kite loops, ensuring world-class performance for strapless freestyle riding. The refined broad wingtip design allows
for lightning-quick water relaunches and maximum flying control, even when the kite is at the extreme edges of the
window.
The HL-Series Crave is built as light as possible, while retaining the ability to take a beating in the surf and the strength
to hold its shape through even the most demanding Big Air maneuvers.
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KITES

FLITE HL-SERIES

UPDATED FOR 2022!

LIGHTWIND / FREERIDE
Our tag-line used to be “As light as a one-strut, with the stability of 3-struts”. How do you improve on that? Simple:
make the Flite lighter again, and refine the air foil for even more get-up-and-go in light to marginal winds.
The refined wing tip shape provides more lift and steering control for those days
when you’re exploring low wind riding limits, while at the same time delivering
smooth power when the wind increases.

2021
2022

The HL-Series Flite offers dynamic lightwind performance. An excellent companion
for all riding styles and board types. Twintips, directionals and foil boards, the Flite’s
tight, snappy turns, big lofty jumps, forgiving kite loops and effortless water relaunch
will get you on the water and riding before the rest.
The HL-Series Flite is truly a high performance light wind kite.
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KITES

ROAM HL-SERIES
FREERIDE FOIL BOARD / WAVE
For 2022 the airframes of the Roam 12m and 14m have been fine tuned with a new shape and bridle configurations.
These exciting modifications turn these larger Roam kites into fast turning powerhouses that will get you up and riding
in the lightest wind conditions.
ALUULA composites, Dacron and ripstop have been carefully selected to create a super light yet rugged 3-strut
airframe with the flying weight being reduced yet again (weighing-in lighter than most single-strut kites and on par with
no-strut kites).
The ultra light weight and deep foil profile in combination with a moderate arc provides sharp, responsive turns, maximum drift, and the low-end hover sought out when freeride foiling, or drifting down-the-line.
As an added feature for 2022, each Roam comes complete with the new Pivot Bridle Kit. Free ride kite foilers and wave
riders will appreciate the enhanced pivot turning and sheeting achieved by the 2 additional pulleys.
With the HL-Series Roam, there is no longer a need to compromise on stability and wind range in favor of no struts.
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CONTROL SYSTEMS
When you have the world’s lightest, strongest SLE kites, you need the matching
performance in your control bar system.
For 2022 we have further refined both the backline and frontline trim bars to
deliver the most tactile, precise, and easy-to-use control bars we have ever
designed. It’s now easier than ever to get the maximum performance out of your
kite, whether it be an ALUULA or Dacron airframe..
Both the Shift (backline trim) and Pilot (frontline trim) are loaded with new
features to let you feel every nuance of your kite as you put it through its paces.
The biggest news for 2022 is the all-new Gen 9 Punchout Trim Loop and Free Ride
Leash. Both ISO compliant, exceeding the rigorous testing protocols, the new trim
loop and leash are loaded with new features.

ISO 21853 COMPLIANT

The Gen 9 Trim Loop sets a new standard in ease of use and security.
EASY AUTO RESET (Patent Pending)
The push release cuff remains held in the open and ready-to-reset position at all angles of
release. Simply push the free end of the trim loop into the reset chamber and the release
cuff automatically snaps back into position.
For added security, the stainless steel release pin is shrouded by the release cuff, guarding your hand from release pin motion during activation.
The push release cuff features an ergonomic grip. A smooth surface on the back side of
the cuff reduces accidental activation of the release cuff against the bumps and bangs
encountered while riding.

COMPACT BODY INCREASES SHEETING RANGE
The Gen 9 Trim Loop body has been shortened by 1cm, increasing the bottom end sheeting range.

REFINED ROTO HUB
Below bar line swivel “Roto Hub” has been further refined, delivering smooth line twist management. An optional precision stainless steel bearing can be installed to deliver effortless line untwisting.

QUICK CHANGE TRIM LOOP
Swapping in large, small or rope slider trim loop options has never been quicker, a standard fin hex key is all that’s
required and resetting the trim is easier than ever with the automatic docking and push reset feature.

TAPERED TRIM LOOP RETAINER
Holds the trim loop in place in the event of slack line or extreme sheeting angles, reducing the chance of unwanted
unhooking. Secure lock design between the trim loop retainer and trim loop minimizes false unhooking.

BARS

GEN 9 PUNCHOUT TRIM LOOP

BARS

EASY SPIN LEASH CONNECTION

QUICK CHANGE TRIM LOOP

ROPE SLIDER LOOP
(Available spring 2022)

AUTO RESET AFTER EJECT

FREESTYLE LOOP
(Available spring 2022)

GEN 9 FREERIDE LEASH
ISO 21853 COMPLIANT

This new leash is composed of a HD Spectra line sheathed inside a rugged
8mm urethane tube and features a refined stainless steel carabiner that is
lighter, smaller and stronger than previous designs.
The carabiner is housed inside the EVA float and pre-tensioned carabiner
garage, reducing the chance of line snagging.
Leash Length : 53 cm ( 21” )

FREE RIDE

FREESTYLE

BIG AIR

WAKE

SHIFT
BACK LINE TRIM
Our iconic Shift bar is suitable for all riding styles, and is particularly popular amongst wave riders and freeriders.
Entering its fifth year in production, and fast becoming the future standard of kite control, the Shift has a backline trim
that provides reliable and seamless power adjustment, all within easy reach, and without having to take your eyes off
the water.
Further new refinements include a reduced diameter grip, resulting in a more direct and tactile feel between the kite and
bar. The diamond grip texture has also been refined, making it less aggressive on the hands while still delivering exceptional grip for all riding styles and in varying environmental temperatures.
Other new features include crank stops at the tips of both bar floats, and further refined gearing in the pawl winder
assembly for precision trim control every time.
The Shift outfits with the new Gen 9 Punchout Trim Loop and freeride Leash. ISO 21853 compliant, the new trim loop
and leash are loaded with exciting new features to enhance your ride while delivering reliable release and depower flag
out.
Bar Length: 52cm
Lines: 22m Liros DC 401 - Break strength: 400DaN (899Lbs)

BARS

SURF

FREE RIDE

FREESTYLE

BIG AIR

WAKE

PILOT
ABOVE BAR TRIM
Totally redesigned for 2022, the Pilot bar is a culmination of 20 years of frontline trim design experience.
We went all out and refined every component to deliver the cleanest, easiest to use frontline trim bar to date.
The redesigned control stick features a smaller 23mm diameter grip turning the Pilot into a precision instrument for
freestyle and Big Air riders.
Featuring a generous 60cm of sheeting range, the newly designed cleat and trim line handle are still within easy reach.
The refined bar floats feature an aerodynamic shape that incorporates full retract bar-end bungees for easy line storage.
ISO compliant, the Pilot is outfitted with the all new Gen 9 Punchout Trim Loop and leash system.

Bar Length: 46cm and 52cm
Lines: 22m (19m + 3m) Liros DC 401 - Break strength: 400DaN (899Lbs)

BARS

SURF

TWINTIP BOARDS
With the introduction of the Rise A-Series, 2022 has been all about upping our
game in Big Air and freestyle performance, and this includes our twintips.
To keep up with the advances in Big Air made possible by the ALUULA airframe
kites, we needed to completely rethink our board line to handle this new standard
in power, lift, and massive boosting potential.
We are proud to introduce our first 100% dedicated Big Air board, the Tumbler,
shaped by team rider Reece Myerscough who had a ton of fun “sending it” in the
development process.
Also, we have our first 100% dedicated freestyle board. The Poptart was shaped in
collaboration with Tarifa’s Saul Voludskis, the board designer for many of world’s
best freestyle riders. The name Poptart will make perfect sense when you ride this
new board, just load up and POP!

BOARDS

165 x 44cm

150 x 40cm

140 x 40cm

135 x 37cm

(KING)

MAKO
SURF / FREERIDE
For 16 years the Mako has enjoyed a reputation as kiteboarding’s smoothest, most refined board with deliciously hard
biting rails and a chop-taming concave.
Available in four different sizes, the Mako line-up offers surf and freeride enthusiasts of all backgrounds a board suited
to their riding style and size, while the wood core ensures your board will survive the rough and tumble conditions and
coastal chop in which this board is built to perform.
Every Mako comes complete with Bliss Air pads, straps, grab handle, and Groove 135 carbon polymar fins.
The Mako, a kiteboarding freeride legend.
Available in sizes 135x37, 140x40, 150x40, 165x44cm.

BOARDS

138 x 43cm

135 x 42cm

TUMBLER
BIG AIR
Featuring a smooth and deep single concave in the mid-section that fades into uplifted beveled rails, the Tumbler’s
bottom shape and rocker profile equal speed and control under your feet in all water conditions.
The King Pin tail blends into extended rail chines to torsion control, while aggressive side shaping in strategic points
allows the Tumbler to twist and flex as designed, delivering control during high powered take offs and hot landings.
Every Tumbler comes complete with Bliss Air pads, straps, grab handle and Groove 140 x 40 carbon polymer fins.
Available in sizes 138x43 and 135x42cm.
*Boot compatible

BARS

145cm

142cm

139cm

136cm

133cm

130cm

x 45cm

x 43cm

x 42cm

x 41cm

x 40cm

x 39cm

SMOOTHY
FREERIDE / FREESTYLE
Built with everything we’ve learned from almost two decades of twintip design and freeride prowess, the Smoothy is a
freeride twintip unlike any other.
A deep, double concave base rides through the chop and delivers a hard carving freeride experience, while the tapered
flat rails and bi-axially designed flex provide responsive freestyle performance.
Ideal for those riders looking to progress in their freestyle riding while still enjoying the typical coastal chop when
they’re not lucky enough to be gliding across a butter-flat lagoon.
Every Smoothy comes complete with Bliss Air pads, straps, and grab handle and Groove 155 carbon polymer fins.
Available in sizes: 130x39, 133x40, 136x41, 139x42, 142x43cm, 145x45cm
*Boot compatible

BOARDS

POPTART
FREESTYLE
As the name suggests, this board is all about the POP!
The Poptart features a full carbon top with a precision shaped CNC Paulownia wood core.
Premium G10 rails add to the crisp flex while increasing durability. Offset strap inserts are standard, allowing the board
to be used with both edges as the heel side to extend the board’s life span. A great feature to cope with sand abrasion if
riding over shallow sand or raised park features.
The Ocean Rodeo team worked closely with renowned Tarifa-based shaper Saul Voludskis (Saul Custom boards) to tune
the Poptart into a pro-level competition freestyle board. The result of this Saul / Ocean Rodeo collaboration is a channeled double concave bottom and pop-inducing flex and rocker profile.
Every Poptart comes complete with Bliss Air pads, straps, grab handle and Groove 140 x 40 carbon polymer fins.
139 x 42cm
*Boot compatible

DIRECTIONAL SURF BOARDS
The 2022 surf line up has something for everyone.
Strapless freestyle, onshore mush, chop or hollow offshore perfection — we have
the shape to let you get the most from the conditions at hand.
For 2022, both the Jester and Duke receive a new composite construction to
reduce weight and enhance flex response. The Jester remains the strapless
freestyle board of choice for our World Cup team riders with numerous podium
finishes.
The Duke is our chop-eating all-round performer perfect for all levels of rider, and
will be especially appreciated by larger advanced power riders.
New for 2022 is the Creep. Designed by Reece Myerscough, and featuring the
same composite build as the Jester and Duke, the Creep took him to the podium
at multiple GKA World Cup wave events last few years.

BOARDS

DUKE
FREERIDE
The Duke’s deep concave ensures this board rides smoothly and balanced over chop, reducing the nose chatter often
associated with other directional boards.
The concave also helps the Duke rip upwind, leading to a much more stable board with a massive sweet spot that is
good for transitional footwork and landing tricks.
The refined Duke layup delivers a light and lively ride while continuing its existing legacy of extreme durability.
Each Duke ships with a set of five Pulse composite fins allowing you to run your board as a 3-fin thruster or 4-fin quad.
165cm x 47cm (5’4” x 18”)
Volume: 25.3 Liters

BOARDS

JESTER
FREERIDE / STRAPLESS FREESTYLE
Lighter and stronger for 2022, we’ve tuned up the Jester to be even more reactive and fun. Built for riders of all sizes
who crave a light and lively ride, or ideal for a smaller, lighter rider who will appreciate the thinned volume and outline.
The Jester is the weapon of choice for our pro riders in strapless freestyle. Its flatter rocker profile combined with a
deep concave allowed our riders to get up and riding while others remained bogged down...
The Jester: efficient, quick and nimble, and 25% lighter for 2022!
Each Jester ships with a set of five Pulse composite fins allowing you to run your board as a 3-fin thruster or 4-fin quad.
155cm x 46cm (5’1” x 18”)
Volume: 17.6 Liters

BOARDS

CREEP
STRAPLESS FREESTYLE / SURF
Designed by GKA World Tour competitor Reece Myerscough, the Creep has already delivered several podium finishes
on the GKA Word Tour.
The Creep rocker has been fine tuned to handle the cross offshore winds and hollow waves of tour locations like Ponta
Preta, while still offering competition strapless freestyle performance.
Tuned for balance while spinning, the Creep rotates through shove-its and other technical moves with precision and
control. A subtle single concave serves up effortless 360 opportunities, while the precision shaped tucked rails deliver
powered rail to rail carving opportunities.
155cm x 46cm x 5cm (5’1” x 18” x 2”)
Volume: 20 Liters

FULL DECK PAD
It’s no secret that with better grip you can drive harder into your turns, stick more
landings and ride with more power and control.
The Ocean Rodeo full deck pad delivers superior traction with the added benefit of
cushioning for both your feet and your board.
Made with super light yet rugged EVA foam, our 10 piece design allows you to customize your grip layout from minimalist to full deck coverage.
The tail pad features a 25mm raised kicker to keep your back foot in the sweet spot.
Designed to fit most surfboards and is fully compatible with Ocean Rodeo’s entire surfstyle board line up.

GEN 3 BLISS
PADS, STRAPS AND GRAB HANDLE
Highly adjustable, the Bliss pads & straps are designed to work
with all Ocean Rodeo and most other brand’s twintip kiteboards.
Featuring ultra-durable and comfortable dual density EVA foam
pads and near infinite strap configuration options, the Bliss pad
& strap system presents your feet with the perfect balance of
comfort and control when riding.
PAD / STRAP FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dual velcro foot strap with four adjustment points
Extremely comfortable neoprene 4mm thickness with durable synthetic leather UV3 stable
Footstrap provides another level of custom adjustability
EVA footpad with toe grip
Ergonomic 3D shape of footpad hold your feet securely
Specific support area under the foot arch
Textured top layer for maximum grip
Padding under heel from memory foam
Different foot angle options
Distance 148 – 164mm
Reinforcement bottom layer by a special ultra-light, very thin
carbon textile
The pad base made of solid plastic has four installation holes
which allows you to change the angle of attaching them to
the board, according to user preferences
Concave bottom of base plate allows for a better attachment
to boards with rocker

ACCESSORIES

SURFBOARD TRACTION

GROOVE 140
CARBON POLYMER FINS
140 x 40

Made of high grade, durable carbon polymer, the Groove
140 features a precision-shaped groove running lengthwise along the foil, diverting air pockets before they reach
the fin tip.

155 x 38

PULSE
COMPOSITE FINS
Composite 5-fin surf pack. Run your board as a 3-fin
thruster or 4-fin quad.

ACCESSORIES

135 x 56

The Pro Tour bag is available in a large surfboard-friendly
size or a smaller twintip-friendly size. The Pro Tour Bag is
probably the lightest and strongest kiteboarding bag on
the planet!
All our Pro Team use this bag and it’s proven to be a
champion not only in traveling the world, but also for
every day use to keep your gear organized and protected.
Offering the ability to get through crowded spaces quickly
and efficiently with our innovative side-mounted wheel
system, it is both light and exceptionally strong.

SIZE

WEIGHT

VOLUME

165 x 55 x 25

2.8kg

226L

150 x 45 x 25

2.4kg

168L

GO-JOE
LEASHLESS BOARD RECOVERY
The Go-Joe is in use in schools worldwide and is the only
board recovery device officially endorsed and promoted
by both the IKO and PASA, the world’s two largest kiteboard instructor certification bodies.
Designed to sit unobtrusively between your feet on the
board, you won’t even notice the Go-Joe when riding.
However, lose your board and the Go-Joe’s inflated body
will flip your board over for you and catch the wind, sailing
the board down wind so that it is never far from you after
a crash or hard landing.

ACCESSORIES

GEN 2 PRO TOUR BAG

SMOOTH ACTION, HIGH FLOW
With a massive 2.9L chamber and high volume double
action valve, the all new Big Pump will get you pumped up
and on the water in a hurry.
Featuring an extra tall body with high air flow piston, antisand seals and intake filter, convertible single action valve
for double the PSI, a reliable pressure gauge and three
attachment fittings, the Big Pump is ready to work with
any kite on the market.

TOWEL HOODIE
A warm and cozy velour microfiber hoodie / changing
robe featuring a large kangaroo pocket and side hand slits
for easy access to don or doff your clothing, wetsuit or
drysuit.
Great for a post session towel off and warmth against the
chill. Doubles as the ultimate post session Netflix binge
watching attire.
Super soft, absorbent, and quick drying.
One size fits all.

ACCESSORIES

BIG PUMP

ACCESSORIES

OR CREW HOODIE

OR CREW T-SHIRT

Take Ocean Rodeo’s No Excuses attitude with you both
on and off the water. Our super soft hoodies are extremely
warm and made of 100% polyester.

Show the world that you’re part of the Ocean Rodeo
community with a soft, high quality tee made of 50%
cotton and 50% polyester.

OR CREW CAPS
This gray and white trucker hat is one size fits all and will
look good no matter what you’re wearing.
•
•
•
•
•

Structured, mid-profile, six-panel
Pre-curved contrast stitched visor
Adjustable plastic snapback
60/40 cotton/polyester
100% polyester mesh back

Let your customer test the full functionality of the Shift and Pilot bar in
store using our new bar display unit!
Built using the latest in twintip board construction, this bar display rack is
both nice to look at and durable. Shows either the Shift or Pilot bar or both
overlaid.
Hooks support the trim loop while flying lines pass through holes secured
at the back of the stand.
Side hanger racks allow bar stock storage. The back of the display features
a storage shelf.
Size: 56.5” x 21.5” x 21.5”

30 KNOT
INFLATABLE TENT
Tested and proven at demo days with high winds.
Be the last tent standing when the winds start to howl and take your
demos to the next level.
Premium materials and a rugged construction combined with a stout frame
keeps you sheltered and confident that your tent will stay put whatever the
conditions...

FEATHER FLAGS
Stand out on the beach with the Ocean Rodeo Feather Flags - a guarantee
of quality wherever they’re planted!

POP

IN STORE BAR DISPLAY

THE TRUST PROGRAM
No excuses means absolute trust in the equipment you use to pursue your passions on the water.
Purchase that gear confident in your choices with our consumer trust program, a comprehensive approach to support
you in the buying process.

60 DAY GUARANTEE
Ocean Rodeo offers an unconditional, 60 Day Satisfaction Guarantee on every product we sell.
If for any reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, you can return it to your original point of
purchase for a full refund within the first 60 days.

BUYBACK PROGRAM
Enjoy peace of mind with our BuyBack guarantee.
• Upgrade any brand of kite for up to 50% off.
• Any brand of kite that’s less than 24 months old qualifies for the program.
• Guarantee the kite’s future value: buy today with confidence that we will BuyBack your kite
anytime in the next two years, no matter its condition.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Customers who register their products (kites, boards, and bars) online automatically receive an
extra 6-month warranty.

Visit oceanrodeo.com/TRUST to learn more.

oceanrodeo.com
info@oceanrodeo.com
NA +1-778-734-2696
NA Toll Free 888-544-4969

